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Abstract: In the context of big data, a more accurate prediction of the trend of a sequence can be 

achieved. This paper proposes a Coded Time Series based Prediction (CTSP) algorithm. This 

algorithm adopts coding and classification for long-term trends, and predicts the trend by using the 

category maximum value selection method. Based on the CTSP algorithm, Sequence Matching Coded 

Time Series based Prediction (SMCTSP) algorithm is proposed, which uses sequence feature 

matching method to achieve more accurate prediction. 
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1. BACKGROUND 

Predicting the trend of a sequence can be achieved by using time series, regression and other 

prediction models[1]. Although Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average Model (ARIMA) [2], 

proposed by Box-Jenkins, can well predict it based on dynamic data and its own relevant 

characteristics, each artist's data needs to be pre-processed and categorized one by one due to the lack 

of commonality in choosing the difference times d, p and q parameters in ARIMA. Holt-Winters' 

Three Order Exponential Smoothing Model[3] can predict time series that contain both trends and 

seasonality, but the model is sensitive to the selection of data sets and time periods. In addition, there 

will be an uncontrollable divergence state for curves above the second-order fit. Though Cleveland’s 

STL decomposition model (Seasonal and Trend Decomposition Using Loess) [4] have both 

universality and robustness, it is only suitable for additive models, and cannot be handled 

automatically based on abrupt changes in data. The recursive neural network proposed by Hopfield[5] 

can provide corresponding feedback based on the previous data and adopt nonlinear dynamical 

systems, but its convergence is poor. Even if the corresponding features are added, the prediction 

results are not ideal. 

Using the standard time series function of time series models such as ARIMA to fit and predict a  

sequence's daily curve, if the number of dates to be predicted is big, overfitting and other issues are 

likely to occur. In the context of big data, the trend prediction of a sequence should be 

comprehensively considered in model building, algorithm design, experimental optimization, etc. 

After several years of development, Ali Music has millions of music library resources, and hundreds 

of millions of users, download and collect the music. In 2016, Aliyun platform held the Alibaba's 

Music Trend Prediction Competition, based on the powerful data computing capabilities of Aliyun, 

to predict the artist's played songs at the next stage through the user's historical behavior data, and to 

find out the artist who will become a hot spot to accurately control the popular trend of future music. 
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This paper builds on the historical playback data of music users from March to August 2016 provided 

by the competition. It borrows the decomposition ideas from the STL and Holt-Winters models. 

Encoding and classification are adopted as for long-term trends, and SMCTSP algorithm is proposed 

based on the category maximum value selection method and sequence feature matching method. 

Finally a more accurate prediction of artists’ played songs on Alibaba music platform from September 

to October 2016 is achieved. 

2. TREND PREDICTION ALGORITHM 

In the process of predicting the trend of music, the decomposition ideas in the STL and Holt-Winters 

models were used, and the long-term trend was coded and classified. Based on the category maximum 

value selection method, the Coded Time Series based Prediction (CTSP) algorithm was proposed. In 

order to achieve a more accurate prediction of music trend, based on the sequence feature matching 

method, Sequence Matching Coded Time Series based Prediction (SMCTSP) algorithm was proposed. 

As for the sudden exponential increase of the play amount in the previous month, it effectively solved 

the follow-up trend of the prediction trend for such kind of situation.  

2.1 Coded Time Series based Prediction algorithm 

In order to achieve more accurate prediction of the trend of music, it is necessary to analyze each time 

series from long-term trends and random disturbances. Because of the uncertainty of the random 

disturbances, all studies ignored this point. 

The Ali competition provides information of user behavior and the artist’s information. The user 

behavior records the user's operations such as playing, downloading and collecting songs; and the 

artist’s information includes the album recording time, initial play amount, the language of the song, 

the category of the song, etc. Only by extracting valid information from the numerous information 

provided can the data be better analyzed and a more accurate prediction of the amount of music played 

by each artist can be achieved. Therefore, the information is processed into a sequence of daily play 

amount, an average value sequence of a weekly play amount, an average value sequence of a monthly 

play amount and a daily change rate sequence corresponding to each artist. The preprocessing of the 

data lays the foundation for the CTSP algorithm. 

In the process of fitting and predicting each artist's daily play amount curve, the development of the 

curve trend has become a crucial issue, and an important external event is a key factor affecting the 

development of the curve trend, such as the artist’s new album release, concert, draft show, etc during 

the prediction period. On the premise of excluding external events, the monthly, weekly and daily 

average values of each artist's play amount are encoded to be used as a processing method for the 

trend of each artist's play amount. The basic trend and the incremental trend are defined as the coding 

rules. For example, monthly coding: if the average monthly play amount is higher than that of the 

previous month, the corresponding value of the basic trend is "1", otherwise it is "0"; if the average 

monthly play amount is higher than that of the previous month, the quotient value of the month's 

mean divided by the previous month's mean is taken as the incremental trend code value, otherwise 

the incremental trend code value is the quotient value from the mean of the previous month divided 

by the month’s mean. 

According to the basic trend and the incremental trend in the monthly, weekly and daily coding, the 

data set provided by Ali is finally divided into 24 basic categories based on the k-means clustering 
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algorithm[6]. Through extensive testing and analysis of different categories, the category maximum 

value selection method is used to predict the daily play amount of different categories of artists. The 

idea of the category maximum value selection method is to select a feature value of a time series as 

its prediction value, such as the percentile, the mean of the last 3 days and the mean of the last 7 days, 

etc., to form a candidate method prediction set used to select feature values. The time series of most 

artists is relatively stable. If the predicted days are long, experiments show that the prediction of the 

mean is better compared with the curve of volatility. Using the data from March to July as the training 

set and the data of August as the test set, the eigenvalues of the predicted values are selected, and the 

maximum prediction method is selected according to the maximization of the calculation result of the 

scoring function[7]. 

The pseudocode of Category Maximum Value Selection Algorithm (CMV) for a certain category cat 

is as follows: 

ALGORITHM: Category Maximum Value Selection 

INPUT:  

M：Candidate method prediction set 

Seqcat_train：All artists’ daily play amount sequence (training set) within 3-7 months 

in category cat 

Seqcat_test：All artists’ daily play amount sequence (validation set) within 8 months in 

category cat 

OUTPUT: return mcat：The maximum prediction method for category cat 

METHOD: 

1： fn ∶= 0 // Define the initial value of the evaluation function as 0 

2： mcat ∶= M1 //Set M1 as the maximum prediction method 

3： For Mi ∈ M // Traverse candidate method prediction set 

4：    M ∶= M − {Mi} 

5：    Seq ∶= Mi(Seqcat_train)// Use the candidate method Mi for the training set to get the 

prediction //set of all artists in category cat in August 

6：    fni ∶= F(Seq, Seqcat_test)// Calculate the score fni after using the candidate method Mi 

7：    If  fni > fn  then  // The score fni is higher than the score fn obtained by the previous 

//method. choose Mi as the maximum prediction method. 

8：        fn ∶= fni 

9：        mcat ∶= Mi 

10：    end If 

11： end For 

12： Return mcat；// Return the maximum prediction method 

The music play amount of artist p from March to August in category cat is randomly selected as the 

data set and the category maximum value selection algorithm is applied to finally output the 

maximum prediction method mcat of category cat. For other artists in category cat, the maximum 

prediction method mcat is used to predict the daily play amount from September to October. Based 

on the category maximum value selection method, the Coded Time Series based Prediction (CTSP) 

algorithm is proposed to realize the prediction of the total play amount of artists from September to 

October. The pseudocode is as follows: 
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ALGORITHM: Coded Time Series based Prediction 

INPUT:  

UA：Data collection of user actions from March to August 

BI：Artists’ basic information collection 

M：Candidate prediction method set 

OUTPUT: return PV：The predicted value of the total play amount of all artists from 

September to October 

METHOD: 

1:  PV ∶= 0// Set the initial prediction value as 0 

2:  Seqday, Seqweek, Seqmonth ∶= Proprocess(UA, BI)//Preprocess datasets UA and BI to be 

mean //sequence sets of the daily, weekly and monthly play amount  (Seqday, Seqweek, Seqkmonth) 

3:  CSday, CSweek, CSmonth ∶=  Code(Seqday, Seqweek, Seqkmonth)//Encode datasets  

//Seqday, Seqweek, Seqkmonth by day, week and month to form a coded sequence 

set(CSday, CSweek, CSmonth) 

4:  Cat, DSCat ∶= Kmean(CSday, CSweek, CSmonth) //Use K-means algorithm to classify 

//CSday, CSweek, CSmonth to form the category set Cat,and the daily play amount sequence set DSCat 

//corresponding to the category  

5:  For cat ∈ Cat // Traverse the set of categories 

6:      Cat ∶= Cat − {cat} 
7:      PAcat ∶= 0// Set the initial value of the total play amount of all artists in category cat 

from //September to October as 0 

8:      mcat ∶= CMV(M, DScat)//According to the daily play amount from March to August in 

the daily //play amount sequence DSCat of all artists in category cat, the maximum prediction 

method mcat of category //cat is obtained by CMV. 

9:      PAcat ∶= mcat(DScat)// the total play amount PAcat of all artists in category cat from 

September //to October 
10:     PV ∶= PV + PAcat 

11:  end For 

12:  Return PV；// Return the predicted value of the total play amount of all artists from 

September to //October 

2.2 SMCTSP algorithm 

In Ali's dataset from March to August, through an analysis of the incremental trends of weekly coding 

and daily coding, it was found that in the middle and late August, the play amount of some artists 

suddenly increased exponentially. In the following months, it was unknown whether the trend would 

continue to grow, remain stable or fall sharply. If the maximum prediction method is continuously 

used to these artists, the final prediction result will deviate from the true value. Therefore, by referring 

to similar curves appearing in the history of other artists, the Sequence Feature Matching Method 

(SFMM) was proposed, and the prediction methods for this category of artists were improved 

accordingly. The idea of the SFMM is to first calculate the diurnal variation rate sequence of the play 

amount of all artists from March to August, verify the results based on observations and a large 

number of experiments, and finally choose the diurnal variation rate sequence of the play amount of 

the artists to be predicted for the last 15 days to form a set of sequences to be matched. Then based 

on the diurnal variation rate sequence of the artists in the sequence set, the five sequences with the 

smallest Euclidean distance in the sequence to be matched are found, and the three sequences with 

relatively stable subsequent changes are selected as the best sequence. Finally the diurnal variation 
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rate of the best sequence is averaged as the diurnal variation rate sequence of the artists to be predicted 

to calculate the predicted value of the stationary part of the daily play amount of the artists to be 

predicted from September to October. During the falling process, the n-stage gradient method is used 

to obtain the predicted value. The predicted value of the i-th falling point is 𝑃𝑉𝑖 =
(𝑃𝐴𝑓−𝑃𝐴𝑠)(𝑛−𝑖)

𝑛
, of 

which 𝑃𝐴𝑓 is the artist’s daily play amount at the falling point, 𝑃𝐴𝑠 is the predicted value of the artist 

to be predicted at the stable point. 

The Sequence Matching Coded Time Series based Prediction (SMCTSP) algorithm based on the 

category maximum value selection and sequence feature matching method(SFMM) achieves a more 

accurate prediction of the artists’ play amount from September to October 2016. The pseudocode is 

as follows: 

ALGORITHM: Sequence Matching Coded Time Series based Prediction 

INPUT:  

UA：Data collection of user actions from March to August 

BI：Artists’ basic information collection 

M：Candidate prediction method set 

OUTPUT: return PV：The predicted value of the total play amount of all artists from 

September to October 

METHOD: 

1:  PV ∶= 0// Set the initial prediction value as 0 

2:  Seqday, Seqweek, Seqmonth ∶= Proprocess(UA, BI)// Preprocess datasets UA and BI to be 

mean //sequence sets of the daily, weekly and monthly play amount (Seqday, Seqweek, Seqkmonth) 

3:  CSday, CSweek, CSmonth ∶=  Code(Seqday, Seqweek, Seqkmonth)//Encode datasets  

//Seqday, Seqweek, Seqkmonth by day, week and month to form a coded sequence 

set(CSday, CSweek, CSmonth) 

4:  Cat, DSCat ∶= Kmean(CSday, CSweek, CSmonth) //Use K-means algorithm to classify 

//CSday, CSweek, CSmonth to form the category set Cat,and the daily play amount sequence set DSCat 

//corresponding to the category 

5:  For cat ∈ Cat // Traverse the set of categories 

6:      Cat ∶= Cat − {cat} 
7:      PAcat ∶= 0// Set the initial value of the total play amount of all artists in category cat 

from //September to October as 0 

8:      mcat ∶= CMV(M, DScat)//According to the daily play amount from March to August in 

the daily //play amount sequence DSCat of all artists in category cat, the maximum prediction 

method mcat of category //cat is obtained by CMV. 

9:      For caj ∈ cacat // Traverse all artists in category cat 

10:         cacat ∶= cacat − {caj} 

11:         PAcaj
∶= 0// Set the initial predicted value of the total play amount of the artist j in 

category //cat from September to October as 0 

12:         If suddenly increase then // The play amount of artist j suddenly increased 

exponentially in //the middle and late August. 

13:             PAcaj
∶= SFMM(DScaj

)// Predict the total play amount of the artist j from 

September //to October by using SFMM 

14:         Else 

15:             PAcaj
∶= mcat(DScaj

)// Use mcat to predict the total paly amount of the artist j in 

//category cat from //September to October 
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16:         end If 

17:         PAcat ∶= PAcat + PAcaj
// Predict the total paly amount of the artist j in category c 

from //September to  October 
18:     end For 

19:     PV ∶= PV + PAcat 

20:  end For 

21:  Return PV //Return the predict value of the total play amount of all artists in category c 

from //September to October 

3. EXPERIMENT ANALYSIS 

In this paper, the historical playback data provided by the Ali music trend prediction competition is 

used as the experiment dataset, and the SMCTSP algorithm is used to predict the following two 

months’ daily play amount of each artist’s songs. In the SMCTSP algorithm, the category maximum 

value uses the mean instead of the fluctuation curve. For the prediction in a longer time period, the 

prediction effect by using the mean is more ideal. Figure 1 contrasts the calculation result of the 

scoring function between ARIMA,STL,RNN and SMCTSP on the experiment dataset. 

 

Figure 1 comparison of prediction scores 

4. CONCLUSION 

In the context of big data, this paper adopts coding and classification for long-term trend prediction. 

Based on category maximum value selection and sequence feature matching method. the SMCTSP 

algorithm is proposed. The implement of SMCTSP achieves a more accurate prediction of the artists’ 

play amount from September to October 2016 on the Ali music platform than other traditional time 

series predition algorithms.  
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